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Southtrust contributes money 
SouthTrust Bank of Calhoun County has contributed a and manager of the Jacksonville Branch, presents the 
toid of $500 to the Jacksonville State University contribution to Jerry Cole, JSU athletic director. 
bsskethakl team, wM won the NCAA Division II national Looldng on are Bill Jones, JSU's head Basketball coach, 
championship recently, and the women's gyglnastics far left, and Robert Dillard, far right, g ~ s S l c s  coach. 
team, who this year became the only women's team ever The money will be used to help the students purchme 
Financia mishaps strike students 
By JAN DICKINSON 
You've just opened a letter from the government, 
informing you that you are no longer eligible for a Pell 
Grant or a National Direct Student Loan. The part-time 
job market is slim, and you're desperately looking for a 
financial solution. You see flyers on campus advertising 
all sorts of scholarships that are just waiting to be given 
to a ex4H or YWCA member. Or maybe a salesman has 
called upon you, promising a student loan of $25,000. 
Sounds toogoodto be true, doesn'tit? 
It's true, all right, but there's a catch. A $30-a-month 
catch. 
According to Larry Smith, Financial Aid Direc- 
tor,some students have been coming into his office 
demanding their $25,000 student loan. Some of those 
students aren't even eligible for a government loan. 
Bewildered, he began aslung those students questions. 
What he found out may surprise some. Apparently, an 
insurance company in Oxford, Planned Futures In- 
corporated, has been selling life insurance policies that 
include a promise of an educational loan. According 
toam of the studenb, the salesman 'misled' her into 
thmking that she would definately receive the money. 
"'Ile asked me If I was eiigible for a Pell Grant, and I 
said, 'I think so.' Me then stated that I couldn't walk into 
a bank a ~ d  get a &dent !oan 'just like that', but PFI 
could do it. " 
One student, who asked to remain anonymous, 
recounts her story. It all began when she walked into the 
PFL office in Oxford. She says, "I had called the number 
that I saw on one of the bulletin boards, and made an 
appointment to talk to them about a loan. I walked into 
their office, and it was sort of empty, but the salesman 
made it all sound so legitimate, that I wasn't suspicious 
of anything." With the fast talk of the salesman, she 
became "sort of confused, but decided to go ahead and 
sign up with the company."She says that the salesman 
talked about life insurance, but didn't seem too con- 
cerned about her health. "In fact ': she adds,"He didn't 
even seem too concerned about where I was going to 
come up with the $37.50 for the first month's premium. 1 
told him 1 was broke, and wouldn't get paid for another 
two weeks. He told me, 'That's okay, just write a check 
and postdate it for sometime after you get paid.' " 
The agreement she signed stated "For value received, 
the undersigned promises to pay to the ord$f of 
Financial Assistance, Incorporated, the sum of $360 (one 
year's premium). Yet, the life insurance she signed up 
for is through First Commonwealth Life, a reputable 
company based in Virginia. When asked about this 
irregularity, she says that the salesman told her that 
PFI would deposit the money in their account inMon- 
tgomery for her. She says that everything seemed 
above-board, and the (misunderstood) promise of 
(See LOAN, Fage 2 )  
Search for dean 
is  well underway 
By GREG SPOON 
The search for a person to replace T. Allen Smith, Dean of the College of 
Humanities and Social Sciences is well underway. 
The committee which was appointed to begin the search has met weekly 
smce its first meeting with Dr. James Reaves on March 1. At the 
organlzational meeting with Heaves, the committee decided to include 
Dean William Carr, Dean of the College of Graduate Studies and Con- 
tmulng Education, on the committee. Jackson Selman pointed out that 
Carr is the logical person because he works with all deans and personnel 
from each college. After Carr agreed to join the group, the other members 
chose hun to serve as chairperson. 
Dr. Reaves asked each committee member to give each person in his or 
her department the opportunity to offer a list-of qualifications for the 
prospective candidates. Committee members received suggestions from 
their colleag-~es and tabuhted the results. After ,'discussing the 
sluggestions, the committee agreed on the following criteria which can- 
dldates must have: 
+A Ph.D. in humanities and social sciences as the terms apply to the 
makeup of the college. 
*A mmhurn of 5 years of teaching experience in a university (recently ). 
*At least 3 years in administranon as a department head, academic 
associate dean, or academic dean. 
@me e-ddence of scholarly achievement, possibly publication in 
refereed journals and other quality publications, publish* speeches, and 
awards. 
The committee drew up copy for an ad to be placed in The Chronicle of 
Higher Education. The ad will run on April 10 and 17. Listed in the ad in 
addition to the above criteria are six duties which the new dean must 
perform. The dean is expected to prepare, implement, and monitor the 
admnlstration of the college budget; supervise curriculum development, 
unplementation, and evaluation; review and monitor personnel decisions; 
establish and maintain appropriate policies and procedures for ad- 
mnistrating the affairs of the college; serve as spokesperson to other 
elements of the University and the community at large; and serve as a 
member of the Council of Academic Deans. 
According to committee minutes of March 22, "It is the intention of the 
committee to share with members of respective departments any in- 
formation discussed. The basic intent of the committee is to remain open. 
Tentative plans include the following efforts to give the entire college 
faculty an opportunity tD meet all candidates who are invited for an%in- 
tervlew. They will be given a 'walk' through each department, an op- 
portunity to meet with department heads, and a college-wide reception." 
The committee has drawn up a tentative schedule which will allow the 
(See DEAN. Page 4) 
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ROTC awards ceremony today honors students 
By GREG SPOON 
The military science department 
will hold its ROTC Awards Day 
Ceremony today in Rowe Hall at 
3:00 p.m. 
Brigadier General Myrna 
Williamson, Commanding General 
of the U.S. Army Third ROTC 
Region, will be visiting the campus 
today and will participate in the 
ceremony. 
Outstanding students receivhg 
awards include Steve Benoit, Rifle 
Team Award; Sandra Griffith, 
Outstanding ROTC Sponsor Award; 
Kathleen Hey, Daughters of 
Founders and Patriots of America 
Award; Walter Wilson and David 
Strickland, Scabbard and Blade 
Awards; Doyle Hill and Greg 
Foster, American Legion RWrC 
Awards for Excellence in Military 
Science; Gary Allen and Joel 
Williams, American Legion RWrC 
Awards for Scholastic Excellence; 
Harvey Robinson, American 
Veterans of World War 11; Davia 
Strickland, American Defense 
Preparedness Association Award. 
Thomas Thornton, Todd Key and 
Robert Brown, Reserve Wicer's 
Association Awards; James Milan, 
Association of the United States 
Army Award; Greg Foster, Memorial Award; Millie Reierson, 
Association of the United States The McBride Memorial Award; 
Army Military History Award; Randy Durian, Harold Piety and 
Brenda Eiseman, The General Kevin Lee, The ROTC Superior 
Society of the War of 1812 Award; Cadet Awards; Greg Foster, Nor- 
Jamie Strickland, The Woman's theast Alabama Retired Officers 
Army Corps Veteran's Association Association Award; Chad Hess, 
Award. Rodney Williams and Bill Mc- 
Clifford Crawford, The McMillian Carver, 'Ine Military Order of the 
Mi l i ta rv  science 
World Wars Award; Brenda 
Eiseman, Department of the Army 
ROTC Scholarship; Greg Foster, 
Gallant Pelham Award; Greg 
Foster, Cadet Brigade Commander 
Award. 
A reception will be held in the 
Cadet Lounge following the 
ceremony. 
New curriculum implemented 
By ROBERT BROWN or 360, English 344 or 322, Geogra~hy 320, Statistics 360 
Changes m the curriculum for a major in military or Psychelogy 300 -Sociology 304, Computer Science 201, 
sclence will go into effect for the Fall Semester of 1985. Management W9 or Military Science 403. 
new curriculum will be challenging and will benefit A major in ~ i l i t a r y  Science will be a challenge, but 
Loan those students pursuing a career in the military, as well will prove to be very rewarding.  his new curriculum as those planning a life in the civilian world. (Continued From Page 1) provides a higher quality and well rounded education. When asked why the changes were made, Major Max $'We would like to have added more courses, but we 
a loan for school would help her this wdl qualify them for the Bailey, Executive Officer of the military science wanted to keep it at 128hours, commented Major Bailey. hancially. "I thought that if I took Guaranteed Student I-~an.  If they department replied, "We weren't satisfied with the The courses that were a d d d  to the present curriculum 
out the inswance, I'd get the (loan) need life insurance, they should current cmiculum. If a student isn't planning to be in were specifically chosen to broaden the student's un- 
money." she was told it would be 40 contact a reputable i n s ~ r a n c e  the active Army then, becauseof the waj the curriculum derstanding of our nation and the world end its cultures. 
to 60 days before she got the loan. "I person. *hey should talk to us about is presently designed, he would receive few benefits The three geography courses will help students ap- d~dn't talk to my mom about it, thelr educati~nal-firmcia1 meds. trom majoring in Mi!itary Science. The new curriculum preciate oWer natiom and their pople. This is im- because she's skeptical of Unfort~natel~,manY studentsdonot was designed to benefit anyone deciding to major in pr tant  to an Army which has approximately 50 
everything, and I didn't realize that even talk to their parents before mlitary Science whether they are planning a career in of its strength stationed overseas. 
my bank made educational loans." signmg up tor the program and they the military or not. The political science courses will inform the student on 
Her suspicions began to arise find out too late that their Parents The curriculum requires fifty to fifty-four hours of the s a p  and structure of our nation's government. 
when It took four weeks for the already have life insurance general education courses, fifty hours of professional "These co~lrses will make the student more valuable to 
company to process her first check. coverage on them. rmlitary education courses, and twentyeight hours of the Army as an oiticer and the United States as an in- 
But the week after spring break, the Several attempts have been made courses for a minor and-or electives. formed citizen, commented Major Bailey. 
real trouble began. "They called me to contact a spokesperson for PF1. The general education courses will include The English courses were added to improve the 
and told me the loan money was in, At a private c~nsultation with one of University requirements as wel! as Geography 120 and student's reading and writing skills, areas important to 
but I needed to go to the Financial the company's salesmen, a C h ~ -  220, Political Science 201, 202 and Sociology 221. The success in any field. 
Aid Office to see if Iwaseligible." So ticleer reporter asked professional military flucation will include the same Although students will not be graduating with a 
she went to see L a r ~ y  Smith. At this the company and was requirements as the present curriculum but a number of Military Science major under the new c~lrriculum until 
pint, Smith called the Oxford office "You'll have to talk to someone else, courses have been added. These include Political 1989, the changes introduced to the major will improve 
to d i ~ u s s  the Problem. "He was I'm a salesman, not a spokesman." Science 380 or 423, Psychology 350 or 371 or Sociology 314 tLe educational basc of each student. 
pretty upset about what had h a p  He said that Mr. Gerald Handley 
penedi'she comments. was the one to talk to, but Handley is JSU I, Smith is upset over the incident, a difficult man to reach. Six times, and with good reason. "At one point, between March 28 and April 9, at- two students a day were coming into tempts were made to talk to him, but this office, asking for their money. he could not be reached for com- Some of our students have taken out ment. 
these insurance policies, either 'I'he majority of lending instutior~s 
through misunderstanding or are very reliable. According to 
misrepresentation, only to find they Smith, "There are some companies BOOKSTORE don't qualify for the Guaranteed which have been in the educational Student Loan." He adds, "Many loan buslness since the Guaranteed 
students are paylng $30 a month in Student Loan Program was Initiated 
lrfe insurance p r m u m s  thinking (See LOAN. Page 3) 
*+********************III~**~ "A Source Of Savings On Campus" 
FIRST PLACE VIDEO 
and COMPUTING CENTER We're Your Complete supply Store 
1502-6 South P c l h L r r n  
4 
4 
Movie Rentals M-TU-w 4 And More 
Rent one, get one half price We are NOW buying books through the end of the semester 
Computer software and supplies 4 
for alhnakes 4 
 ours 10- 6 435- 1938 ' $****************+********# 
S UDDENL I' IT'S SPRING AT 
cy's Academy of Arts & Fashion 
Macy Harwell 01rec:or 
20 East 12th st. Uosta~rs Ann~ston Alabama 36201 
REGISTER NOW 
Name Age Class C h o ~ c e  
Address Te l  NO. 
M a t t  w ~ t h  $25.00 R e g ~ s t r a t ~ o n  
Pay Class Fee $10.00 Weekly 
New Styles For Spring 
Are Here ! 
ome Early For The Best Selection 
. . ,  . 
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by Congress in 1965. These com- 
panies contact young parents and 
start them on a plan where they pay 
small monthly premiums and, when 
their chlldren enroll in college, they 
are guaranteed a low-interest loan, 
either from the federal government 
or from the insurance company. 
They do not attempt to sell their 
policies to students already enrolled 
m college." A representative from 
one of those companies, Southern 
Educators M e  Insurance, ex- 
plamed how their program worked. 
Mr. Edsel Hand, a retired college 
professor who, mcidentally, once 
taught at JSU during the 1950's, is 
the Northeast Alabama District 
Dlrector for Southern Educators. 
"We were founded in Atlanta in 1967 
after the W e r  Education Act was 
(Continued from Page 2) 
passed." He went on to say, "SE's 
credibility is impeccable and, in 
recent years, we have become the 
nation's number one lender of 
student loans in America, as  an 
Insurance company." He explained 
that the sole purpose of his company 
is to guarantee loans for higher 
education. But according to Hand, a 
loan through SE is not necessarily 
the same as a National Direct 
Student Loan, for example, because 
NDSL's are limited to lower-income 
farmlies and the funding for the 
program fluctuates from year to 
year. "And now, Reagan is trying to 
cut that prograrri,"he added. "But 
Southern Educators guarantees that 
the money will be available, no 
matter what ." 
Southern Educators will not sign 
college students to their program. In 
fact, they refuse to guarantee loans 
to anyone younger than 16. Young 
parents (or even grandparents) of a 
chlld may pay a small monthly 
premum deposit, and when the 
chlld enters college, the money is 
ready for hls education. If, because 
of federal mcome lirnitatons, the 
student doesn't qualify for a 
federally guaranteed loan, SE itself 
loans the money to the parents. The 
premum, plus accrued interest, is 
refunded to the parents after the 
student graduates from college. 
According to Larry Smith, 
"Students should understand they do 
not have to take out an insurance 
polity m order to qualify for the 
Guaranteed Student Loan or any 
other federal student aid. Thev 
ICC announces results 
By GREG SPOON 
The Interclub Council recently 
announced the most outstanding 
clubs oa campus. Each year the ICC 
sponsors a competition between all 
of the clubs on campus. The com- 
petitions is divided into three 
categories- service, religious, and 
p-ofessional. 
This year, the most outstanding 
service club award went to Alpha 
Phi Omega Service Fraternity. The 
Wesley Foundation received the 
most outstanding religious 
organization award. In the 
professional club categorv. the ICC 
gave awards to four different 
organizations. 
The first place professional club 
wlnner was the American Society 
for Personnel Administrators. 
Second place was awarded to both 
Beta Sigma and Beta, Beta, Beta. 
The newly formed Communications 
Club received third place. 
According to former ICC Chair- 
person Tarnela Houston, the winning 
clubs and organizations can pick up 
their awards in the SGA ogice. She 
added, "The ICC would like to 
congratulate all of the winners for 
thew outstanding participation." 
Parks wins first place 
either quahty or they don't, based & By GREG SPOON what I thought were the three best 
federal and mstitutlonal regulabons, Two Jacksonville State students entries. 
By MELINDA GALLAHAR have taken out a so-called sponsored by the Veterans of program 1s sponsored by the 
On Monday, 4prll 8, the 1- SGA Senate held its fwst meetmg. vice- educational irMlrmce policy." He Foragn Wars and the Alabama Governor's Othce, ii.F'L-cIO, and 
Resident RobynNvls called the meeting to order and Leshe ~ ~ l l ~ k  gave mntmued, "'l'hls problem 1s not Governor's Committee on Em- the U.S. Department of Labor. 
the mvocation. confined to JSU. All of my ployment ot the Handicapped. Shaw added that onlv three 
colleagues in Alabama I have talked David Parks, an art major won awards are given in the area Sherry Wade read the minutes of the last meeting and then turned the to recently are having the same first place in the statewide corn- and JSU received two of the three. floor over to Vice-president Alvis who commerided former Vice-President problem." petition. Parks will receive a $Zoo He also stated that he gave his Renee Lupa for the outstandug job she and the University Programs cash award and a certificate of c o m e r c i a  art, class the task of 
the last She urged A, advice to any student who is Flppreciation signed by Governor designing posters as a class project. 
the new senators to become involved in the senate and support the up- having financial difticulty, Smith Wallace. 
coming activities. Parks and Snider will receive says, "Students should contact the Second Place winner Dave Snider their awards on April 17 at the House 
later business, as directed by the SGA Constitution, a special election Financial Aid Office and explore all will receive a $125 cash award and a Chamber after a luncheon honoring 
was held within the Senate to fi the vacancy. President French read the avenues of assistance before taking certificate signed by the Governor. the student winners and their in- 
names of the Senators who were eligible for the position and after a brief out any loan. They should ask for the Snider is also an art major. structors. 
discussion, took a vote. Joan Malone W a s  elected as  the new SGA brochure 'Financial Aid for Students According to Mr. Marvin Shaw, Mr. Parks' poster will be exhibited 
Treasurer. Attending Jacksonville State both men's art insmctor, three at the President's Committee on 
~n other business, the Senate approved the nomination of Warren University', whichexplainsall of the entries were sent into competition Employment of the Handicapped 
(See SGA, Page 15) programs of assistance. before Christmas. He said, "I sent annual meeting in early May. 
All My Children star 
Ruth Warrick as Phoebe Tyler 
Leone Cole Auditorium 8:00 pm Admission $1 students $5 General admission 
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Starke, Moore voted 
into Hall of Fame 
JACKSONVILLE 'I'wo Alabama who are disruptive in other classes 
public school teachers, one in are attentive in her room. She 
secondary and one in elementary teaches, challenges, and praises her 
education. were inducted into the students. 
Jiick&n"ille State University Mary me Koepsd, who teaches Teacher Hall of Fame April 2 during talented and gifted children at 
an awards program On campw' Chavala High, wrote: Ushe comes 
In the secondary to school early, she is prepared for 
Mary ,'jtarke of an her classes; she stays late in the.day teacher at Chavala High School in in preparation for future classes. 
the Russell County school system, 
received the most votes by the Hall "When I was in high school, most 
of Fame's Final Selection Corn- the classes were not challenging. 
mittee. Mrs. Starke's American Govern- 
the elementary division, Mrs. ment and Economics class were 
JeMY Moore, a fifth grade teacher exceptions. It was extremely 
at Coldwater Elementary in the challenging and, as a result, very 
Calhoun County school system, has motivating. m a t  class did more to 
been chosen for the honor. prepare me for the difficult work 
The awards were presented that lay ahead in college than any 
JSU President Theron Montgomery class I had in high school. 
Tuesday evening following an ad- 
&ess by John Childs, assistant to the Mrs. Starke holds the B.A, and 
president of The Annston Star - M.A. degrees from Auburn 
Consolidated Publishing Company. Univetsiy where she has also 
Mrs. Starke, who has taught 13 of completed course work 
her 18 years in education in her I'eqUirements tbr the doctorate in 
present position, was cited by her Exfish e ducat ion. 
principal, Lloyd Frey, for her Mrs. Moore, who has taught four 
professionalism : of her 13 years in education at 
"A demanding teacher, she is Coldwater Elementary, was cited by 
nonetheless one of the most sought her Principal, Ralph 'Wley, Jr., for 
after teachers in our school. "exemplary performance: 
Students are constantly asking to be "She is one of the most intelligent, 
placed in her classes. She maintains efficient, competent, and dedicated 
an unusual mixture of compassion teachers whom it has ever been my 
for her students and rigorous en- pleasure to work with. She has 
forcement of standards ... Students earned the respect and admiration 
Dean (Continued fram Page 1) 
recommendation of the cornmttee to reach Dr. James Heaves by July I, 
the date which he said he preferred at the initialmeeting. 
Apphcations and nominations must be received by May 6. Between May 
7-24 the committee will check references and review and evaluate 
credentials. Campus interviews of candidates will be arranged between 
May 2731 and held between June 1&%. On June 28, the committee will send 
its report to the Vice-President of Academic Affairs who will send the 
report on to the President. 
The comrmttee members representing the seven departments within the 
College of Humanities and Social Sciences are Dr. Peter Robinson, history; 
Mrs. Opal A. Lovett, English; Dr. Harry Holstein, sociology; Dr. J. W. 
Selrnan, pohtical science; Dr. Veldon Bennett, foreign languages; Dr. 
Stephen Bitgood, psychology; and Dr. Franklee Whartenby, economics. 
The next meeting will be held on April 12. 
RONNIE'S 
SPILlNG 
HAIR COLORING PERM'S 
JACKSONVILLE, ALABAMA 
4 3 5  2960 
FIRST IN TEST PREPARATION 
SINCE 1938 
CALL DAYS. EVENINGS 6 WEEKENDS 
939-01 83 
1309 19th Street South 
Birmingham, Alabama 35205 
Far lnlormatlon About Other Centers 
OUTSIDE N V STATF CAI I Tn1 I FAFF wnn-777 17117 
Hall of Fame winners JSU Photo 
Mrs. Jenny Moore, center, of Coldwater Elementary Hymer, far left; President Theron Montgomery, fourth 
School and Mary B. Starke, second from left, of Chavala from left; Dr. James Reaves, and John Childs, guest 
High School, were inducted into the JSU Teacher Hall of speaker for the evening. 
Fame recently. Shown with the inductees are Dr. Robert 
of her colleagues, her students and 
parents, and I have received Lori K. O'Neal, a senior at Oxford 
~ ~ ~ e r o u s  remarks that Hgh School,a former student of Mrs. 
were compknentary to her as a Moore, wrote: "When I was in the 
teacher." fifth grade, I had to get braces for 
Mary A. Fields, one of Mrs. my teeth. Mrs. Moore knew how 
Moore's former teachers and now a Upset I was over having to get this 
colleague at Coldwater Elementary, done. She talked with the class the 
wrote: "Jenny has a sense of humor day 1 went to get them and explained 
whch enlivens the class but does not howimportant it was to me that they 
dstract. She finds ways to reward not tease or make fun of me. She 
how I was feeling ... It was very 
comforting to know that I had a 
teacher who cared enough to do this 
for me. 
Mrs. Moore holds a B.S. from 
Jacksonville State and an M.A. from 
the University of Alabama. 
Inductees were chosen by secret 
ballot following personal interviews 
wth a panel of judges during AEA 
and honor any student for his best had had braces herself and she knew week in ~ontgomerv. 
Win a Porsche! 
Play the Domnos  Pizza Game cards are avaliable Fast, Free DellvetyTM 
No Problem' Game and at part!cipating Domlno's College Center 
you mtght rvn a brand Pizza locations Game Jacksonvlle A L  36265 
new Poische 944 Sporls Rules are on the back of Phone 435.8200 
Car f rov  30m1nos Pizza fhe cards No ourchase . a 6 * ,  . , Z ,  , . .. 
and Coke' Jusl rdb olf necessary 
Ihe Problem secllon of 
the game card Then rub Play the  No Problem 
of1 the Solut~on seclon to Game and W n l  
see 11 you wqn a prre 
such  as a FF3EE i ~ - ~ i . j n ~  Llrnlled delruery area 
01 Ca*e'!opFlrgs omzrai Our dr~vers car ry  less 
01 ar'e of fve Pcrscht  than $2000 
944 r '  H.jrry' Ganle 
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Announcements 
balanced meals every day of the These young ladies worked very Lmwood Reed; secretary, Tommy A Phi 0 holds year. Eating properly helps mgently durmg thew pledge period AT0 holds Lee; usher, Jay Reichman; sentinel, 
miuntam healthy bohes. If You have and wIU be w o r t h m e  addtions to Pete Kelly; and house manager, drawing questions about your set, please our chapter. . formal Scott Watson. 
Sowe'' in the 0x1 Aprd 9, the sorors parhapated Alpha Tau Omega Fraternty held The Alpha Phl Omega Spring home economcs dept., ext 35% We in the Special held 
AAA barbecue 
Pledge Class has chances tor its are avallable to help you or your Annlston. We everyone to their annual spring formal in 
charity drawing. A one dollar club w t h  dlet related questions, p*clpak the adlvltles span- ~ t i an ta ,  GA. on M X C ~  mo. Guest c h an g ed donation gets one chance at the problems or programs. sored by the Greeks on campus. And nabonal speaker was Gall Wolfe, one of the 
many prlzes to be given away. we ask for your support in our up- The AAA barbecue that was Prizes mclude a $50 gilt certificate S i g m a N u 'S cormng picme and ~~~k New officers tor the 1985-86 year ~~h~!duled for ht.9 &d 13, has been from Cravens, $25 from Stoney game; date and d l  be an- mclude president, Mark Weaver; changed to Sunday, AprP 149 at 2:30 
 rook ~ o l t  course, $a kom ~ a m a  s h i rec k nounced at  a later date. vice president, Billy Richards; P.m. The locaQon has been changed Sporting Goods, and pizzas from 
this weekend Dormnos. 
Pledge class members wrll be 
b h n g  donations through April 18 Sigma Nu ls lookmg forward to the 
whlch is the day of the d r a m g  all Shipwreck party planned 
proceeds go to help recent fae this weekend. Brothers and pledges 
vlctlms in the Jacksonvue area. are busy bullmg water slides and 
Any support and contributions d l  treehouses add the right at- 
be welcomed. mosphere. They even found a real boat to wreck itself on the lawn. The Dietetic Club band Red Beard and the Castaways 
is scheduled to play Friday mght, completes whle 55dB wu play Saturday. 
projects Sigma Nu welcomes all brothers, pledges, sisters and espeoally' 
The Student Dietetic and Food- a ~ ~ ~ n l  tor a great shipwreck. 
servlce Club has just completed its 'hckets for Sigma Nu members are 
projects for National Nutrition $5. 
Month. Several students helped with 
the NutrUlc-Five Wler Run in Delta Sigma Theta 
Anniston. Two students &d nutrition 
bulletm boards at  thea local wblic we 1 cO eS i 1 hbraries. Everyone parbcipated in 
the nutrition trivia qulz heard on 
~ h ,  K~~~~ B~~ Chapter would local ra&O and hke to congratulate our newly m- 
students attended the state ducted sorors tor the spring of 1985 - 
convenbon 'm Bammgham. Traci Streeter, Tonya Mitchell, 
All students on campus are  AnQonette Watley, Lecla Curry, 
remmded of the importance of good, Lazetta Bell and Sylvia O'Neal. 
treasurer, Chrls Barnett; historian, to behmd Weatherl~ Hall. 
- - - 
Anniston Country Club 
I s  now taking applications for daytime 
(Hours: 10:30 A.M.-3:00 P.M.) Waiters 
and waitresses. Must have good person- 
ali@ and be neat in appearance to apply. 
Good working conditions and great job 
for college student needing work while 
attending school. 
Call 237-4615 
and ask for David McDaniel.. 
-- - -- - - 
"START INTERVIEWING YOUR PROSPECTIVE 
EMPLOYERS NOW, EVEN IF YOU ARE AFRESHMAN!" 
Be sure to seek an employer who can meet all of the following 
*Recognizes you are inexperienced, yet is willing to provide you a highly 
respected managerial position with challenging responsibilities. 
* k agreeable to a salary over $18,000 per year with $4,150 of it tax free. 
* Provide rquhr promotions with guaranteed pay raises for lengt hof employment 
*Provides 30 days paid vacation per year, starting with your first year. 
*Is willing to provide all company benefits right from the start. 
These are only a few of the benetits provided to Army officers. You can begin now, by preparing 
for your future as an Army officer by enrolling in a Military Science course next semester and 
becoming a part of Jacksonville State's Army ROTC program. 
JSU ARMY ROTC 
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Treasurer wanted, treasurer found 
By C. MAROLLAS 
Some people lost their sleep; some others started 
having anxiety attacks, while others just lost control 
over their eating habits gaining ten or fifteen pounds 
over it. You know it is hard to live without a treasurer. 
According to basic political science prindples, govern- 
ments will square the circle in operating without Mr. 
Money, the treasurer. 
NOW that the storm is over, we can tell you the rest of 
the story. You see,,SGA last Monda~ after mobilizing all 
their efforts,fhlly recruited some poor soul to be the 
treasurer for the next academic year. In addition to the 
Presidential, Dean and International House Director 
search committees, we had the Great Search for 
Treasurer, a search comparable only to that of the lost 
Ark. It was so much fun that it was put on the en- 
tertainment schedule (you didn't know we had one, did 
you?) According to some, it was analogous to last week's 
whoopee; both had the fits. 
Somebody, an executive brain for that matter, brought 
up the idea of a classified ad as a recruiting aid. Ac- 
cording to the Chanticleer's reliable sources the 
classified was drafted as follows: "Strong, hard 
working, experienced individual, Christian, and rather 
on the conservative side than not, seeking challenging 
and creative alternative to just messing around. 
Needed to fill the treasurer's vacancy for the local SGA 
government. Salary and other benefits exceeding work 
done available. Contact your SGA office for further 
information and applications." Unfortunately the above 
announcement never reached the press. You see,SGA 
dldn't have a treasurer to appropriate the money 
necessary for publishing. 
But let's take things from the beginn*. When the 
time came for the new SGA executive officers' election 
to be held, according to the new constitution which tends 
to be elitist, very few people qualified and even fewer 
people showed any interest to run for office, having on 
the final deadline two rxo~le  runnim for three ~ositions. 
The election was automatic, lea<ing the position of 
treasurer vacant. 
If you consider all the benefits of an SGA executive 
post, it is hard to believe that nobody went for it, In 
American currency the treasurer gets paid two hundred 
dollars a month, to be exact. Other benefits include a 
secretary, an outside telephone line-a line which can be 
used by the treasurer to call his or her mommy, daddy, 
girlfriend, or boyfriend just to say, "I love you." Also 
access to typewriters, printing cards, free movies, free 
concerts, a key to the executive bathroom, you know the 
one with the golden arches. Also the office on the fourth 
floor of Montgomery Building is not so bad if you just 
forget the bad paint job. Any SGA position would look 
good in a resume. It may wen help in finding a part-time 
job during the term which is permitted under the con- 
stitution. Also,being the treasurer has been proven one 
step closer to being Mr. Jax State. 
All of you who lost so much sleep worrying may now 
sleep in peace. A guard dog over our money has been 
appointed. If you need a buck to take you through the 
week, just go see Joan Malone in her colorful office in the 
SGA suite, 4th tloor TMB. See you there, waiting in line. 
Letters to the editor 
Lewis responds. 
to article 
Dear Editor: 
In response to Debbie Goggans' 
article on test anxiety in the April 4 
issue of The Chanticleer I would like 
to mention another alternative for 
preparing for the GRE other than 
unstructured studying, worrying, 
and praying. One can instead take 
advantage of the GRE preparation 
program of the Psychology In- 
stitute. The Institute offers practice 
GRE examinations which simulate 
the actual testing environment and. 
format. After one's exam has been 
scored, her-his strengths and 
weaknesses will be objectively 
identified. This enables the student 
to spend time and energy only where 
they are really needed. Practice 
tests are offered for both the general 
and subject GRE exams. The 
Psychology Institute is located in 
room 14 of Ayers Hall. For further 
information drop by or call the In- 
stitute a t  4359820, ext. 640. 
Thank you, 
David Lewis 
Gibson charges 
fraternitv bias 
Dear Editor: 
In last week's editorial, "Archie 
Bunker Returns", Corrados 
Marollas contradicts himself. He 
Infers his own incorrect generalities 
and prejudices against fraternities 
m an attempt to fight alleged 
generalities and prejudices by 
fraternities. Also, his obvious lack of 
general knowledge of the subject 
matter shows in his general attack 
of the Greek system. 
As for the page one article, "Lugo 
charges...", it is one-sided and 
vague. The action af having a very 
favorable feature story on Lugo, 
coupled with the editorial and in- 
credibly short page one story all in 
the same newspaper, showed a clear 
example of bias over an issue which 
obviously should be handled in an 
objective manner. 
Sincerely, 
Mike Gibson 
Psych auditonunl 
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Entertainment 
Hellman play 
'Little Foxes' setting is similar to town like J'viIle 
The Jacksonville State University Alexandra to bring her father home 
drama department is presenting 
bllian Hellman's "The Little 
Foxes" on stage at the Ernest Sane 
Performing Arts Center. The 
production opened last night and will 
run through April 14. Each show 
begins at 8 p.m. except on April 14 
when there wlll be a 2 p.m. matinee. 
According' to Dr. Wayne Claeren 
of the drama department, "This 
play will be of particular interest in 
Uus area since it takes place in a 
small southern town like 
Jacksonville. Even the house the 
characters live in reminds you of the 
old Victorian homes in theis area. 
The play revolves around one 
family's attempt to establish a 
cotton mill. Oscar and Benjamin 
Hubbard join forces with their 
slster, Regina Giddens, to raise the 
needed money. Birdie Hubbard, 
Oscar's wife, does not approve of the 
Hubbard greed and urges Alexan- 
dria, Regina's daughter, to escape 
the avaricious plotting. 
Horace, ~ e g h a ' s  husband, who 
suffers from a heart ailment, 
refuses to provide the money his 
wife wishes. Regina sends 
from the hospital despite his 
weakened condition. Regina's 
cruelty causes Horace to suffer a 
fatal heart attack and she refuses to 
gve  him medication. Benjamin and 
Oscar steal securities from Horace 
and try to cut Regina out of the deal. 
The play was produced on 
Broadway in 1959 and Bette Davis 
later made the lead role of Regina 
famous in the movie version 
released in 1941. The play was 
revived on Broadway, starring 
Elizabeth Taylor, in 1983. 
The cast includes Kim Correll of 
Rmggold, Ga., as Regina; Scott 
Floyd of Piedmont as Benjamin; 
Greg Coleman of Blue Ridge, Ga., as 
Oscar; Greg Heathcock of Anniston 
as Horace; Kimberly Peck of 
Huntsville a s  Birdie; Rhonda 
Hoffman of Edenton, N.C., as 
Alexandria; Randy Fair of Weaver 
as Leo; Chris Wright of Mentone as 
William; Renita Prater of 
Jacksonville as Addie; and Greg 
Friend of Chicago a s  Cal. 
For ticket reservations, call the 
JSU Box Office at 435-9838. 
'Littte Foxes' 
Part of "Little Foxes" cast runs through scene during recent dress rehearsal. 
$. 
Ensemble performs with Tonight Show's Allen 
BY MARTHA RLTCH 
The JSU Jazz Ensemble stayed 
busy during Easter. While most 
students headed home for the 
weekend, the players and conductor 
Ron Surace stuck around town to 
perform with Steve Allen, former 
"Tonight Show" host, comedian, 
poet, author and musician. 
Former students and area 
dignitaries gathered at the Gadsden 
State Recital Hall to salute Mort 
Glosser, retired band director and 
superintendent of schools in the 
Gadsden area. After teaching in 
Etowah County for almost forty 
years, Glosser contributed greatly 
Ito the field of music. 
According to Surace, "He 
produced many tine musicians and 
teachers." Many alumni know him 
and realize what he has done for the 
music profession. "When Steve 
Allen found out what an impact 
Glosser had on this relatively 
desolate area in music education, he 
wanted to come help celebrate,"' 
added Surace. 
Serving as the back up band for 
Allen, the jazz band performed some 
of the celebrity's own compositions. 
They also played a few of their own 
charts prior to Allen's entrance. 
"Everybody loved the band and they 
played well," says Surace. 
The band had only a short 
rehearsal with Allen before the 
show. A half an hour or so later they 
played through the selections with 
ease. 
The finale brought the Gadsden 
figh and Emma Sansom bands 
together to play a march written in 
honor of Glosser and conducted by 
Steve Allen. 
Deleath Nves, from the audio 
visual department, performed 
durlng the reception with his jazz 
group. "Steve Allen sat in on a 
couple of tunes with us," says Rives. 
Rives was not a student of 
Glosser's, but was near by at  
Albertville High while Glosser 
taught a t  Gadsden. Rives 
remembers, "He was like a father to 
al l  of us kids, no matter what school 
we went to. 
The evening was an entertaining 
salute to a man who has dedicated 
much of hi- life to music education. 
The Met offers everything from 
art to plants and a lot 
By DEBBIE GOGCANS 
Each year thousands of people 
wander through a monumental 
structure known as  the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art to perchance catch a 
glimpse of the majestic and 
mysterious past. 
The Metropolitian Museum of Art, 
located in New York City's Central 
Park, offers an escape from the 
hustle and bustle of city life. 
As one enters the front doors of the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, just off 
EVth Avenue, and comes into the 
Great Hall, one gets the feeling of 
having been transported to a dif- 
ferent place and time. 
Founded in 1870, the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art is the largest 
museum of art in the Western 
Hemisphere. The Museum, moved 
to its present location in 1880, ex- 
tends from 80th to 84th streets on 
l?ifth Avenue. 
The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
houses more than three million 
works uf art from ancient, medieval, 
and modern times. These works of 
art come from all areas of the world 
and from many different 
cultures.The Metropolitan features 
several permanent collections, a s  
well as special exhibitions which are 
shown from time to time. 
The collections a t  the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art offer a 
comprehensive survey of art from 
the ancient civilizations of Egypt, 
the Near East, Greece, and Rome to 
the present time. 
The Museu1~1's collection of 
European art is the largest outside 
of Europe and its collection of 
European paintings is one of the 
world's greatest. In addition to 
European paintings, the 
Metropolitan has superb collections 
of medieval art  and architectyrp, 
more 
and its collections of Far Eastern art 
are extensive. 
The Museum features not only 
pamtings and sculpture but also 
prmts, photographs, drawings, 
muslcal instruments, furniture, and 
costumes from the Renaissance to 
the present. 
The Metropolitan has on 
exhibition a collection of American 
art, m the recently opened American 
wmg, which is second to none. The 
Museum also boasts an impressive 
collection of African and Oceanic art 
as well as an outstanding collection 
of native North and South American 
art. 
The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
serves not only an educational 
function but also a recreational 
function. 
- . ? , , . ,  , '  * , .  . , #  
Above: Diorite statue of Gudea of 
Lagash. Mesopotamia. Left: 
Limestone human-headed winged 
lion. Mesopotamia. 
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Ham burgers 
rather than 
revenge 
By C. MAROLLAS 
Enough is enough. Hollywood has 
decided to play it safe, rather than 
experimenting. The Burbank 
producers have decided to cash in 
with sequels. After five Friday the 
'Mteenths, three Supermen, two 
Star Wars, and three Startreks we 
can add to our collection Porky's 
part three, Porky's Revenge. 
Lord, yes, those rowdy kids from 
Florida's mythical Angel Beach 
High are back for one more time, 
maybe to remind us how much $4.75, 
the price of the ticket, is worth 
today. 
It is hard to believe the ex- 
pldtation,and the stretching of the 
original Porky's idea through the 
years to produce this third 
disgusting installment. 
If you had the patience to stay 
through tne movie, you goi to see 
what a bad movie is all about. The 
Atlanta Constitution correctly 
reports, "The directar James 
Komack IS quite obviously and 
lucratively a connisseur of the 
lowest common denominator in the 
taste of the American public." 
Porky, the el-fatcho king of all 
around sin, gambling and corrup- 
tion, is back for a third time. This 
part m the movle is what America 
doesnot stay tor. Really, If you think 
about it, Porky is kind of a tragic 
hero who pays for the frustrations of 
the revengeful all American Angel 
Beach H~gh School class of 1959. For 
one more tlme we have the good 
and the crazy against the bad and 
wue, the all American story 
stretched and repeated so much that 
you m y  t h k  you have seen it 
somewhere before. 
The Angel Beach 
sur are back looking older than ever 
before finding it hard to pass for 
hgh school kids. Yes, Pee Wee is 
back, more sexuslly frustrated than 
ever before. Tommy is also back 
wlth another original encounter with 
his ugly gym teacher. If you have 
s e n  Porky's I and 11, you know what 
happened, what is happening and 
what will happen. The plot of ?he 
mov~e. starts thin and gets even 
thinner as  the movie continues, with 
final result the sad feeling, only and 
only, for the money you pay to see 
such a movie. 
The ' "patriotic element" of the 
war against the bad gets lost 
somewhere in.the movie, turning the 
role of padrydermic Porky sym. 
pathetic to the audience while our 
six heroes become six frustrated 
youngsters full of inferiority com- 
plexes. The plot is created around 
Porky's lavish casino showboat 
bound m a collision course with the 
sur friends. From the time the boat 
enters the scene, you can predict 
what wlll happen. You just have to 
guess how i~ will happen. 
m e  writers created the movie on 
destruction. The destruction of the 
boat is a theme boat for the two 
prevlous movies. 
The audience is continually 
bombarded with expected oc- 
currences and settings; you 
wonder how they found the 
courage to bring such a movie out to 
the public, and you question 
yourself about the good money you 
ulse to see such a bad movie. The 
Twentieth Century Fox has created 
a silly, unoriginal, abusive movie, a 
slap m the face of every decent 
movie goer. 
If you like cheap thruq 
believe me, it would be better to take 
your date out to McDonald's to 
celebrate their 30th anniversary 
rather than to see such a disgusting 
movie. At least your money would 
buy you two double cheeseburgers, 
french fries and a Coke. Enjoy your 
meal, but please don't go to see 
"Porky's Revenge." It is bad, 
believe me. 
Collins always 
I the best 
It LS hard to believe Genesis is just 
hlstory, one of the most successful 
rock groups which will never hit the 
charts again. For us the old Genesis 
fans, any and every album by Phil 
Collins is a flashback to the old good 
memories even when the music 
produced by Phil Collins is a little 
different. It is hard to disassociate 
Phil and the Genesis. 
Enthusiasts awaited the arrival of 
"No Jacket Required" by Phil 
GO FORTHE GOLD. 
You've just about completed one big challenge - your 
degree Ready for the next? Go for the gold The gold bars 
of a Seand Lieutenant in the Army 
It's no picnic 0 C S (Officer Candidate School) is 
a 14-week challenge that wdl make you dig deep tnside your- 
self for mental and physical toughness When ycu come 
out, be mm, f~ t ,  a comm,ssioned officer in the Army, 
and re~dy to rxercise the leadership skills civilian com- 
panies put such a premium on 
Go for the gold It could help you when you're ready 
to reach for the brass ring 
SSC COTTRILL 
ANNISTON, ALABAMA 
PHONE 237-6021 
ARMII. BE ALLYOU CAN BE. 
1 More than enough pleasant 
memories are connected in some 
way or the other with Genesis songs 
like "Misunderstanding", "Behind 
the Lines", "Abacab" and others. 
When Phil Collins started his solo 
career proving himself a genius in 
the record industry, the association 
and pleasure of Senesis developed in 
an easy kind of way with Phil's 
personal touch. It is true Phil was 
the heart of Genesis as much as 
Lionel R i c h  was of the Com- 
modores, having their billboard 
success to prove it so. 
I 
"Against All Odd" was Phil 
Collins' first honest and true success 
which stayed at the top spot for 
several weeks. 
Cdlins with the anticipation of a 
Genesis fan rather than that of 
l'hil's. 
"No Jacket Required" is his first 
album since then; his latest effort, 
representing the individuahty of its 
creator in the best possible way, is 
very good. "No Jacket Required" 
glves us forty three minutes of good 
music in a way only Phil Collins 
knows. Creating the title con- 
tradictory to the rule of his favorite 
fancy restaurant which always 
requires jacket and tie, Phil Collins 
is serving us with ten of his best 
songs ever. "No Jacket Required" is 
no question, prime Phil Collins. Of 
the ten tunes offered it is hard to 
deude which is !he best. All the 
songs are not only written or per- 
formed by Phil Collins but also 
are heard over the radio frequently. 
"Long Way to Go" is unlike any 
other song in the album; it takes you 
back to Genesis more than any other 
song on this record. You can take 
Phil Collins away from Genesis, but 
you cannot take Genesis away from 
Collins, "Long Way" is the singing 
proof. 
~ ~ ~ d W ~ , ~ ~ a l ~  
a total Collins project. The first side 
1"l"Pe~ "Sussudi~" and " M y  YOU 
Know," two dancing songs which 
"I don't wanna Know" is the 
theme of one of the three videos 
inspired by this LP and one of the 
better songs, coming out loud, crisp 
and clear. The final song of the first 
side "One More Night" is something 
out of this world. It is the best 
Metheny and 
May ke 
- - - - - -. -- -. - -  -. .- -. . . . - . 
planned song on the album and 
brings out all the romantic mellow 
feelings; it is the best of what Phil 
Collins has to offer, definitely the 
best of all the songs on this aibum. 
On the second side "Don't Lose My 
Number", and "Who Said I Would" 
are especially good"; "Doesn't 
AnyboQ Stay Together Anymore," 
"Inside Out", and "Take Me 
Home", introduce us to a new Phil 
'Collins with much beat, but easy to 
listen to. 
AU the songs compete for 
first and best choice. It is rare to find 
an album. Phil Collins proves for one 
more time his respect for the 
listeners by producing the best, 
leaving the ~ i t i c s  to wonder how a 
slngle singer can produce so much 
quality. Bravo Collins. 
'Snowman' 
By MARTHA 
If you're looking 'for a David 
Bowie album, don't buy the'sound- 
track to The Falcon and The 
Snowman. It is mainly another Pat 
Metheny Group record that has been 
used as  the background for the 
movie starring Timothy Hutton and 
Sean Penn. 
The instrumental selections came 
out on the jazz programs weeks 
before Bowie was heard on the 
angle, "This Is Not America." The 
song entitled "Chris" is a flowing, 
seductive instrumental and more or 
less the hit single without the words. 
All the music is by both Metheny 
and Lyle Mays, with Bowie helping 
on the one cut. The album is 
produced by Metheny and co- 
produced by Mays. It's no wonder 
the sound is so full of Metheny 
characteristics. 
With Metheny on acoustic and 
electric guitars and Lyle Mays on 
synthesizer and piano, the album 
can hardly go wrong. They are 
jomed by the national Philharmonic 
Orchestra and the Ambrosian Choir 
for several selections. 
Bowie's voice is not a contrast but 
a complement to the electric jazz 
style. In an interview for "En- 
tertainment Tonight," Metheny 
commented on his enthusiasm in 
(See REVIEWS, Page 10) 
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working with Bowie and recognized collection of sound effects than 
h s  musical talent. When an artist songs. That is not to say that they 
from one background can show are not musical, just a little difficult 
respect for another artist from a to understand and appreciate 
totally different background, it without seeing the movie. 
seems to bring the musical The melody to "This Is Not 
generation gap together. Amercia" plays throughout the 
There is a certain mystery to the soundtrack. The variations on the 
sound, very much in the mood of theme are sometimes slow and 
past Metheny Group works such as melodic, other times intense and u p  
First Circle and Off Ramp. It comes beat. The fourth song on the second 
on strong, even with a laid-back side called "Capture" IS a com- 
feeling. Action is felt through bination of all these characteristics. 
Metheny and May's interpretation 
and it leaves one curious to see the Overall, it is a mystical, alluring 
action, as well. album and a highly respectable first 
Because it is a movie soundtrack, attempt at a movie soundtrack by 
many of the selections are more a Pat Metheny. 
Domino's solves Dorm Wars 
Bv MARTHA RFTCH 
It's official, the guys at Dixon Dorm are the biggest pasta consumers on 
campus. They are the winners of Domino's Dorm Wars contest. 
After pulling their pizza lovers together, the guys at Dixon came up with 
more Domino's orders than any of the other dorms. Their war tactics 
consisted of putting up signs all over the halls to persuade fellow dorm 
huddies to order lots of pizzas. The contest began on March 20, and ended 
April 3. 
Domino's took down the name of the dorm along with all pizza orders. 
According to manager Bruce Blllingslea, the winner was dertermined by 
an established point system. The ratio of students per dorm was an added 
factor. 
Dixon is now entitled to 50 large pizzas, with any two toppings they 
choose. They will also receive $50 worth of any liquid they choose. "We 
want to throw the whole dorma party," says Billingslea. 
Admitting that he does not even eat pizza, Larry Ackerson, dorm 
drector at Dimn laughs, "I guess we ate more pizza poundage than any 
one else. 
It's a good thing the guys in the dorm like it because they will soon have 
thew share. "I don't h o w  how many people are in that particular dorm," 
questions Billingslea, "but 50 large pizzas are really gonna fill them up. 
"The guys already have plans for the prizes," says Larry Ackerson. 
However, he did not reveal the exact date for the party. 
Afterall, the guys earned those pizzas on their own and they probably want 
to devour them that way too. 
Irue grave 
Brooksfilms' gothic thriller The 
Doctor and the Devils, starring 
Tmothy Dalton, Jonathan Pryce 
and Twiggy, is currently filming at  
London's Shepperton Studios. The 
Twentieth Century Fox release is 
produced by Jonathan Sanger and 
directed by noted cinematographer 
Freddie Francis from Ronald 
Harwood's ada~ ta t ion  of Dylan 
Thomas' originai screenplay. - Me1 
Brooks is executive producer. 
Based on a true story about 19th 
Century graverobbers, Dylan 
Thomas' 1953 screenplay, The 
Doctor and the Devils, was his only 
published writing for the screen. 
m o t h y  Dalton stars as Dr.Thomas 
Rock, an unorthodox anatomist who 
refuses to obey the rules of the 
Victorian medical establishment. In 
his quest for scientific truth, Dr. 
Rock unwittingly falls in leaque with 
a team of graverobbers, Fallon 
(Jonathan Pryce) and Broom 
(Stephen Rea), who are more than 
willing to supply him with dead 
bodies - fresh ones. 
The first-rate cast also includes 
Twiggy, who stars a s  a charming 
young prostitute who bewitches Dr. 
Rock's assistant (Julian Sands), as 
well as several of England's finest 
veterans, Phyllis Logan, Beryl Reid 
and Sian Phillips. 
Since the start of his career as a 
leading member of Britain's 
National Youth Theatre, Timothy 
Dalton has worked consistently in 
film, television and theatre. His 
films include Wuthering Heights," 
"The Lion in Winter," "Mary, 
Queen of Scots," "Agatha" and 
robber story told 
"Flash Gordon. Most recently he 
starred in the 'IV mini-series Cen- 
tennial," "Mistral's Daughter" ad 
"Florence Nightingale. 
Jonathan Pryce is swiftly 
conquering all the entertainment 
media -television, theatre and films 
include Breaking Glass," "The 
Ploughman's Lunch" and 
"Something Wicked This Way 
Comes. He will soon be seen in 
Terry Gilliam's Brazil. 
lkiggy became renowned as an 
international superstar-fashion 
model during the sixties. She made 
her successful film debut in 1970 in 
Ken russell's The Boytriend, and 
recently enjoyed huge success with 
My One and Only on Broadway. 
Besides being a renowned 
cinematographer, Freddie Francis 
also directed several classic British 
horror films, including Tales From 
the Crypt. Mr. Francis has 
photographed such films as Room at 
the Top," "Sons and Lovers," 
"Saturday Night, Sunday Morning 
and was recruited by David Lynch to 
photograph the Brooksfilms 
production The Elephant Man, 
which earned him an Oscar 
nomination. Mr. Francis went on to 
photograph The French 
Lieutenant's Woman," "Dune" and 
the upcoming "Emerald. 
A former documentary film- 
maker, Jonathan Sanger produced 
The Elephant Man" and "Frances 
and made his own directorial debut 
last year with Emerald.. The Doctor 
and the Devils is his third production 
with Brooksfilms, reuniting him 
with Freddie Francis, who shot 
Emerald" and "The Ele~hant Man. 
Playwright Ronald Harwood was 
discovered by Hollywood when he 
adapted his hit play, The Dresser, 
into a multiascar nominated movie 
drected by Peter Yates and starring 
Albert Finney and Tom Courtenay. 
Harwood is a former actor, a 
novelist, a biographer, and a TV 
script-writer. 
Along with his considerable ac- 
complishments as producer - 
writer director actor, Me1 Brools, 
through his production company, 
Brooksfilms, has been involved with 
several highly acclaimed motion 
pictures, including The Elephant 
Man" (which garnered eight Oscar 
nomination), "Frances" and "My 
Favorite Year. 
The Doctor and the Devils 
features an all-star production team 
including production designer 
Robert Laing, costume designer 
Imogen Richardson, director of 
photography Gerry Turpin, and 
associate producer Geoffrey 
Helman. The film commenced 
principal photography on January 14 
for a nineweek shooting schedule at 
London's famed Shepperton Studios. 
l'he Doctor and the Devils is a 
Brooksfilms Presentation produced 
by Jonathan Sanger. Freddie 
Francis directs from a screeplay by 
Ronald Harwood based on an 
original screenplay by Dylan 
Thomas. Me1 Brooks is executive 
producer. The Doctor and the Devils 
1s slated tor an October 1985 
domestic release by T.wentieth 
Century Fox. Brooksfilms will 
distribute the film internationallv. 
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Features 
Foreign students cope with life in USA 
By ROY WILLIAMS 
Attending school thousands of 
miles away from home would be 
tough on any individual. However, 
lor the many foreign students on 
campus, getting an education in 
America is especially difficult. 
They are faced not only with (I 
society often totally different from 
their own, but also with the un- 
predicable Alabama weather, the 
adjustment to American food, 
mastering the English language, 
and a life in which they are virtually 
unaware of what is happening in 
their home country. A few of the 
for3ign students on campus, from 
many different areas of the world, 
were asked how they cope with 
living in America. 
Claudia Gonzalez, a nineteen- 
year-old from Rancagua, Chile, has 
been attending school here since 
August, 19M. Although her home 
c@ has over three million people, 
she adapted quickly to life jn a small 
college tow-. "It is hard to say how 
long it took me to adjust to 
Jacksonville," said Claudia. "I miss 
alot of things from the big city, but 
the adjustment its@ was not that 
hard even though this is a totally 
Mferent lifestyle. It took me only 
few weeks to get really used to it. 
Claudia added that she can find 
very Yttle information about her 
country here in America. "I never 
find anythmg in the newspapers 
except when a major event, like that 
major earthquake we had a few 
weeks ago, occurs in Chile. 
Therefore, I keep informed mainly 
by mail. I get about three or four 
letters a month from my family and 
dose friends. 
When asked whether she ever 
becomes homesick, Claudia replied, 
"Well, I believe the word homesick 
~nvolves too much; but I do get in 
blue moods sometimes. I miss my 
family and my homeland, but I have 
never been really homesick" She 
finds that being involved in many 
activities enables her to relax better 
m America. "I am a pretty active 
person," said Claudia. "I like to talk 
and socialize with other people and 
that helps me keep my mind off 
home. 
Juhane Ademeit , a twenty-one- 
year-old from Frankfurt, West 
Germany, has also been here since 
August, 1984. She finds life in 
Frankfurt, with over 600,000 
mhabitants, to be much more active 
and exciting compared to 
Jacksonvde. Said Juliane, "To me, 
it seems like Jacksonville is in the 
mddle of nowhere -nothing much 
goes on here except for at the fast- 
food restaurants where everybody 
goes to mingle. I miss the many 
activities of home sometimes, but 
lrfe is really not bad at all here. I 
mean, wherever you go in the world, 
you can always find something to do. 
Juliane keeps informed with her 
country mainly by mail, receiving 
letters from her family and friends 
every week. "I don't find out much 
about Germany in the newspapers 
or on television, she added. "I feel 
that your news is too national-you 
don't hear enough about what is 
going on in the rest of the world." 
Julian also said that she does not feel 
homesick a t  all right now. 
"Sometimes you miss such things as  
your cultural environment, your 
room at home, your dose friends 
and family. But you can do so many 
t h g s  and live anywhere in the 
world if you strive to get the best out 
of it. I keep my mind active through 
knitting, reading, listening to music, 
and talking to others. , 
Chrishantha De Mel, 24, from 
Colombo,, Sri Lanka, has lived ir, the 
International House since August, 
Students disucss problems 
Foreign students, Claudia Gonzales, Julian Ademeit, regarding weather, food and language whilt! living in 
and Chris DeMel have made many adjustments America. 
1983. He says that his hometown is 
about the same size as Jacksonville, 
thus he had no problem adjusting to 
it. When asked how he stays in- 
formed about his country. Chris 
answered, "Through letters. It 
takes about a month for me to send 
letters to my family and receive new 
mformation. But everything I hear 
from them is sort of old news. Since 
Sri Lanka is so small, I don't see 
much about it in the American 
newspapers. Occasionally, there is a 
small article when we have some 
land of trouble in my country. And 
phone calls are too expensive. The 
last time I spoke to my dad was in 
December, 1983. 
Chris mentioned that he used to 
feel homesick all the time when he 
flrst arrived here "It was really 
hard for me during my first year 
because it was the first time that 1 
had ever lived away from my family 
and outside Sri Lanh. But once you 
hve in the International House for a 
while and make new friends you 
ten6 to forget about home." Chris 
added that he has had no problems 
wth homesickness this year. "'fie 
m n  thing I do is make fun out of 
myself and other people. Having a 
sense of humor is very important; 
we play practical jokes on each 
other all the time. And the other 
man way Llat I cope with living 
here is by listening to the stereo all 
the time. 
Sami Imam, a twenty-three-year 
old from Jerusalem, has lived in 
(See STUDENTS, Page 13) 
Squirrel-mon keys and bird-bombers still at large 
CATHY ADAMS had to check and see if my shoes alone. Only this time, 1t wasn't one been out of work and are now too old 
I have never been one to believe were not rubbY-red. MY belief in but a mob. During the night the to do ther stunts. They must have 
JSU's animal population is vengeful f l~ lng monkeys was quickly Put to BWds came. It has been rumored been m pretty fair shape. m e  
or somehow sadistic, but after the test. After it bounced off and hit they were extras f r m  Hitchcock's damage was enough. MY once solid 
several questionable incidents I am the ground, It froze long enough for thruer, "The Birds, who have since colored car was speckled by their 
lnclined to wonder. me to see that I was looking at a foul blrd bombs. The conversation 
walking back from the mail ~quirrel. Whether he fell Or was no longer even legible. It was 
center a few weeks ago, I was maliciously attacked, I'll never N 1  of periods and some exclamation 
eagerly tearing into a bill &om J.C. know. He scampered back UP his pomts. As I stood staring in disgust 
Penny. It was the first mail I had tree. It was then that I suspected at this latest attack, a couple of 
received all week, so I was glad to Sometbg was amiss with the groundworkers drove by in their 
, get it. Little did I know a miniature campus animal ~o~ulation. truck. "Looks like them birds got 
athckmonster was eyehg me from A few days passed and 1 tern- you good," the driver said as he 
his lofty hideaway in a tree on the ~OrarllY forgot about my mcounter ribbed his partner and they both 
circle by Daugette Hall. I paused wth the squirrelmonkey. BY this laughed. I forced a hearty "Yeah, 
underneath it to read the contents of time nY car had begun to get rather they sure did," then scowled as they 
my envelop when I heard a chat- dr ty  from natural c i r c ~ m s t a n ~ e ~ .  drove away. They must be in on this 
tering sound, (much like the kind the After a couple had written an entire somehow, I thought. 
flying ~nonkeys made A "me conversation on the hood with I pondered the whole situation as I 
Wizard of 02). I looked up and saw nothmg but their index fingers, 1' drove to my parents home for the 
something moving around near the decided it was time for a doad weekend. The windshield had to be 
fork of two branches several yards washing. This is the condition my scrubbed so I could see the highway. 
above my head. NOW 1'm no durn- car was in on a Thursday night when began putting the pieces together, 
my, but when I saw a small brown. I parked it m its usual s P t  behind and slowly they started to make 
body with outstretched limbs mY dorm. I went inside for the sense. 
making screeching noises and evening and unwittingly left my car I remembered the cat I tried to 
rapidly falling toward my head, I to face the next animal attacker befriend when it wandered into the 
library. I even gave it my dinner. 
He ,nust have been a scout, testing 
me out, seeing what my limits are. 
But I am an animal lover, why me? 
Was it because I exterminated my 
room? I'll admit I've done my share 
of helping to depopulate our dor- 
mitory insect population. (I'm sure 
dorm dwelleres h w  exactly what 
I'm talking about). But it was only 
m self-defense. I was tired of having 
my toothbrush dragged away, and 
my coffee cup used for nocturnal 
pod parties. 
Regardless of the reason, I have 
remained unscathed for nearly a 
month now. I have since begun 
parking in another area and never 
pause lnder trees. Perhaps they 
moved on to another victim. Maybe 
they are sizing him up right this very 
minute. 
So never mind any lunatic 
werewolves or hockey-masked axe 
welders. The squirrel-monkeys and 
bird-bombers are still a t  large, and 
you may be' their next target. 
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Students (Continued From Page 12) 
America for over foyr years. An family and occasionally f r m  a lot of months. But I receive letters fram any information in Jacksonville, spend my first few weeks with other 
avid traveler, he has been all over my American friends, ~ n d  I usually home almost every week In the there is a Thai newspaper in foreigners who were going through 
the U.S., f r m  Washington, D.C., to phone home nearly every three American news, there has been a lot California that tells everything that the same thing. I didn't know 
New York, Texas and finally, months or so to hear the latest news of news lately b e a w e  of Gandhi's is happening in my country. I anybow. But after I became af- 
Alabama. SaidSami, "I've attended about Ecuador, your American assassination and the Bhopal in- subscribe to it by mail to stay in- filiated with the International 
Jacksonville for two years and rarely tells anything cident. But other than that, I feel formed with my homeland. And I House, I got over it. 
Gadsden State Junior College before about my country. kind of lost sometimes and wonder keep in touch with; my close friends 
that. Jerusalemis so much different Bolivar stated that he misses his what is going on. an family by mail. Pieter added that he depends on 
kom Jacksonville. It took me a family and hishomeland very much. Suresh does not feel homesick In regards to homesickness, mail from his parents to keep in- 
couple of months before I could "1 was homesick very often when I very much because of a very im- Vachira remarked, "I believe it formedabout Holland. "I can't find 
really adjust and start living a first came,-and even right now, I am portant discovery that he has made. happens to everyone. hiy first anything over here in the news, so I 
normal life here." Sami mentioned a little homesick. B U ~  I have gotten "O"ce YOU accept the fact that YOU semester here I really felt depressed usually hear from my parents when 
that because of the enormous used to this place and ITve begun to are here by choice it becomes much and sometimes even cried. I tried to something really important h a p  distance between America and his accept it as my second home," He easier to live here. I am not forced call my mom and talked to pens. It is nearly impossible for 
homeland, he hears little news a b u t  feelsthat the secret to living happily to be here. I came to Jacksonville everybody. Finally, I realizedthat it them to reach me in the dorm 
Jerusalem. "I get letters every in another country is to keep ones,s hoping to learn something and I plan was of no use for me to think about telephone and their letters take a 
month or so from my famay and mind busy all the time, "When I'm to get the most out of it. But it is Still home. The more I thought about it week or so to get here; SO , I'm 
close friends, but that doesn't keep busy, I don't think a b u t  home. 1 try difficult beCaWe every now and then the worse I felt. The best thing to do usually way behind as far as  news in 
me up to date with what's really to deal with people; I strive see something goes wrong and 1 begin to is to start new friendships here and my country is concerned. 
going on. Sometimes when I sit here things in a positive way, sometime feel that this wouldn't happen if I to try to stay busy. 
alone in my room, and start to think even in a funny way. ~~d that helps Were home. But that's a part of Vachira feels that this mphasis "I've never really been homesick 
about home. I mean, you can't help Sure& &dhakrishnan, 22, from @Owing up; you have to learn to on keeping their mind active is one since I have been here," said Pieler. 
but to get depressed. But I find that nivandrum, India, is a former cope with it. I always try to meet reason why foreign students tend to "1 miss things at home, especially 
drinking and socializing with my member of the International House new people and accumulate more of study harder. She added, "The my family, but I try not to let it 
friends helps me to relax. I've made who has been in America for almost American life. reason you see so many foreign bother me. I try to keep my parents 
alot of new friends here and I have a five years. He feels that the h- Vachira Tontrakulpaibul, better students grouped together is that we in my mind all the time, wondering 
fantastic roommate-that makes ternational House helped tremen- known as "Ton, is a 21 year old, are all in the same situation. It is not what they are doing and how they 
living here so much easier. d o ~ l y  in his adjusting from a city of International House student from that we don't like Americans, but the are feeling. But I'm happy here; 
Bolivar altos,  21, from Gva, 2 million to a city of just over ten Bangkok, Thailand. She has a b  fact that we have similar problems. eventually I would like to settle 
Ecuador, is currently in his second thousand people. -1 got a good tended JSU for two years, and had So we are more understanding when down in America. 
year at the International House. He break in that there were so many this to say about Jacksonville, "It we are talking to each other. An 
found the adjustment to a small other people going throuh the same took quite while for me to adaqt American would not understand our of the foreign students sur- 
college town to be quite a charge I was. ~t ody took me a week here because Bangkok has over 6 feelings unless he had lived outside veyed feel that their lives have been 
from his normal environment. "I or so to get used to day-to-day million people and our traditions, as the country for a long time. truly enriched while here in 
come from a city of two million living," added Sure&, "but it was an Oriental country, are so different. America. They have been able to 
inhabitants," said Bolivar, "so I nearly a year before I felt corn- I feel kind of empty, like there is Pieter Leyte, a 21-year old from make new friends, educate their 
would say it took me almost a year fortable with what I was doing. nothing to do because it is so small. h rgen  op &om, ~olland, has lived minds, and experience a part of 
to get used to living in this place. sure& stays in close contact with But there are advantages the people in America for nealry three years. American culture. These unique 
When asked how he keeps in- his family and close friends in order are more friendly and better When asked if he had a hard time individuals have adjusted well to 
formed about his country, Bolivar to keep track of the major events in acquainted than in big city. adjusting to Jacksonville, he . an- American society. They are a prime 
replied, "I keep in touch with my hdia. "It is very expensive to call Vachira says that she sees nothing swered, "It took me a little longer example of what we Americans 
f a d y  mainly by mail I usually India from here, so 1 only phone about her country in local when I came here because I lived in must learn t0 do if we should ever 
receive letters once a week from my maybe once every two or three newspapers. "Although I cannot find a regular dorm and wasn't able to visit another country. 
- - 
THE COURTYARD fA t k 
An Open House will be held for the people interested in leasing or 
who have leased on Wednesday, April 17,1985 from 2:30 to 5:00 
P.M. We will have free refreshments and T-shirts to give away. 
'Lease for summer and fall and receive a month rent free. 
efullyfurn ished @pool l laundry facilities 
eplanned social and @health club l multipurpose court for 
athletic activities jacuzzi & sauna dancing and volleyball 
hours - Mon.-Fri. 9-5 Sat.&Suu.by Appt. 
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Efforts are worth the cost of salvaging a friendship 
By DEBBIE GOCGANS 
What is friendship? Most people 
believe that it is a wonderful 
relationship with another person, a 
camaraderie second to none. 
Friends are special people who 
can be trusted, who can be told one's 
innermost thoughts, secrets, and 
feelings, a person who will always be 
there when he is needed, one who 
cares even when we are the most 
disagreeable one with whom we are 
proud to share our happiest times. 
These people help us get through 
some of the worst times of our lives. 
They are there when we need a 
shoulder to cry on and they know 
exactly what to do and say in order 
to cheer us up. 
Special friends can make us 
happier than almost anyone else, but 
they can also make us more 
mimiserable. 
Nothing hurts worse than when we 
6nd that this wonderful friend has 
betrayed our trust or has for an 
unknown reason become distant. 
When one or the other of these 
situations occurs, one is left with a 
feeling of loneliness despair and 
confusion. 
When something like this happens 
to a person, his first reaction is 
usually the feeling of extreme hurt. 
After a while, if the situation doesn't 
improve, anger sets in. As soon as 
this anger is displayed, the situation 
immediately worsens. The friend 
who has become distant may feel 
that his kiend .is not very un- 
derstanding. Mutual feelings of 
confusion and distrust develop. 
'Ihese attitudes can widen the gap 
between the friends even further. At 
this point, something must be done 
to save the friendship. 
When problems such as these 
occur, it is not the time to wait for 
the other person to make the first 
move. All pride mwt be pushed 
aside if communication is to be 
bridged between the two once-close, 
now-distant friends. 
Although it is usually extremely 
t 
hard to begin a discussion with a 
friend abcut why he-she has 
betrayel, .JU or why he-she seems to 
want no association with you, the 
conversation must be dealt with if 
there is to be peace of mind for the 
friends. 
Sometimes when verbal com- 
munication seems impossible, 
written communication may be the 
answer. Some ~ e o ~ l e  find that thev 
writing them down. In cases like this 
verbal communication could do 
more harm than good. 
Even when practically everything 
has been done to patch up a 
misunderstanding between two 
friends, one may have to face the 
realization that the other person is 
not so eager to remain friends. This 
is when one must make oneself see 
that beyond al l  effort, the friendship 
has been dissolved. 
It is then the time to pick up the 
pieces and learn to go on without the 
companionship of that once valued 
friend. Most people find that no 
matter who chooses to dissolve the 
friendship, or who failed to save it, 
there is much sadness ac- 
companying the split. 
Whether these people become 
merely acquaintances or bitter 
enemies, something dear has been 
lost. The bond has been broken. I The price of "belonging" can be high 
By DEBBIE COGGANS 
By human nature, we all want to feel that we are accepted. We long to 
belong to a group or groups. 
The primary concern of many students, therefore, is to become 
established as well known members of some group. 
Belonging to many organizations can be exciting and very worthwhile. It 
help students to meet new people and allows them to make more friends 
than ever possible without becoming members. 
Joming fraternities, sororities, and other organizations not only gives 
one a sense of belonging but also provides companionship in times of need. 
Once a person has become established in one or more organizations, he is 
m the position to be afforded the opportunity to hold a leadership position in 
one of these organizations. 
After a person holds a prominent position in one or more organizations, 
he finds that he becomes known throughout the campus, not just the 
organizations in which he is a member. 
The next step is to join more organizations in which one also strives to 
hold leadership roles. 
Belonging to so many organizations makes this person a well adjusted, 
happy, person. Or does it? 
It does if a person can handle all the responsibility and is willing to give 
up all the time that "belonging" requires. 
Too often, people become involved in so many activities that are con- 
stantly required in organizations that they overextend themselves. They 
then become devastated by all they are required to do, all the appointments 
they must keep, and all the people to whom they are obligated. 
Having Men caught up in all the fun and the sense of belonging, a person 
can soon find that he has absolutely no life of his own. Eventually a person 
hnds himself hiding and trying to avoid some of the friends he had 
previously sought. He would now like just one minute alone to get caught up 
on past due assignments. 
Yes, thesesocialites still want to belong and have friends, but at a slower 
rate and in a smaller amount. 
Therefore, in order that a student truly enjoy himself as he participates 
m organizations, the secret seems to be for him to decide first which groups 
he truly wants to join. Joining a group because someone else wants you to is 
not wise. 
Another fact that most seasoned students have discovered about 
belonging to groups is that one cannot do everything asked of him in every 
organization of which he is a member. At some point, a person has to 
decline if he is to accomplish any school work at all. 
To survive, limits must be set. Students should set limits for the number 
of o~ganizations joined, for t$e amount of time spent on each group, and for 
the amount of money spent on "belongifig. 
If lirmts are set and followed by students, their time will be their own and 
can be managed as they choose. 
REMEMBER 
EVERY I FIRST THURSDAY' 
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Lafeteria, friendly? 
By CATHY AD- 
Jack Hopper Dining Hall, or Saga as some call it, is not just an eating 
establishment but a sort of social gathering place. Most people who eat 
their meals in the cafeteria have undoubtedly noticed the separation of 
groups. Each one seems to have its own unspoken reserved area for sitting. 
Upon entering the door, just to the immediate left is the "BCM crowd," 
as one member put it. Close by are the band members and farther to the 
left is where many AAA members sit. Scattered throughout the left side 
are "independents" who sit alone or wmetimes with one or two at a table. 
On the right side of the cafeteria to the left of the salad bar, the foreign 
students congregate. On the right side and behind the salad bar are the 
fraternity and sorarity organizations. Farther back are various athletic 
groups such as  the gymnasts, baseball players, etc. 
It's really only a falling together of social groups. One knows exactly 
where to find his friends when he walks in for dinner. 
However, this bothers some students who say they feel too intimidated ta 
try to sit in a different section. "It makes some people feel sagerior and 
some people feel inferior," one student said. Another says, "Some people 
segregate voluntarily an others are forced to segregate." One girl, who 
usually eats alone, claimed that just for the sake of experiment she sat 
down with two other girls on the right side of the cafeteria. She said she 
was very surprised and somewhat hurt when both of them quietly got up 
and moved to another table. "And they call this the friendliest campus in 
the South? 
Fellow student, Calvin Moore, feels strongly about the social grouping 
from a racial standpoint. "The seeming coincidence of racial grouping in a 
social atmoshpere is and has always been accepted as logic or taken fo1 
granted. On one level it is done subconciously. On other levels it involver 
peer group entrapment that doesn't allow one to intermingle freely. 01 
course, it's only natural. Who can blame anyone?" Each group seems ti 
have its own social control over members, but this is all unspoken. 
Still other students feel this is not a problem but merely a way of life. "I1 
happens everywhere. Why not here?" one student asked. "It's like 
students in classroom; they tend to sit in the same desks all semester. Is il 
just familiarity or security with a certain place? Another said t l ~  
cafeteria is "divided up the way campus life is divided up. 
The cafeteria will probably continue to be divided into sections. Somc 
students are offended by it; others are not. It may be worth it to try to sil 
somewhere different the next time you're in Jack Hopper. Better yet, sil  
with someone you've never met before. You never know what coulo 
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I Of resume' value 
Courses offer theory and lab 
Claudia Corbin, Traffic-Chair- 1 . 
andqr advise a publications staff in high school. Either 
Are you looking for a course to fill in that vacant spot course offers the following experience: 
m your schedule and give you the necessary 15 hours? @portunity to communicar'on 
1 The search is over. Opportunity to work with c rossadons  of both 
Check your catalog and turn Journalism page 130 students and faculty campus wide and thus develop 
and note the descriptions for courses 303 and 304. Then Social, conversational, and managerial qualities 
turn to page 28 in your class schedule for Fall Semester @POrtuni@ to learn and 
1985 for the days and hours offered. demanded .in planning layout for newspapers, programs, 
Journalism 303 is a general course in writing, layout bulletins, brochures and the like. 
and editing for those who wish to gain experience as a such knowledge helps to give a p i t i v e  image on 
staff member of the ChanUcleer, campus newspaper. applications and during interviews rqmdless of 
Journalism 304 is a general course in yearbook editing whether the position is directly related to publications or 
and involves planning, layout, and management and "Ot. Work on these publications demand that a person be 
copywriting. It is open to those who enjoy working on a dependable, punctual, efficient, accurate and per- 
yearbook and wish to gain both the t a d  and artistic sonable, so employees are quick to admit their interest 
experience offered staff members of the Mimosa, when background indicates the possession of these 
mversity yearbook traits. 
Both courses are a combination of theory and The opp~rtunity to work on these publications is open 
laboratory experience. Each person enrolled has the to anyone willing to schedule either course and learn. 
opportunity of learning to produce the publication of his Don't wait until You are a senior and it's too late. 
I choice. The courses are particularly desirable for If YOU are interested. Qo to the basement of TMB and 
education majors who may be assigned to teach a class talk to the Staffs , the editors, the advisors. 
Person: Ralph Weaver, 
(Awperson and Darlene Hocutt as I Summer Movies I 
Interclub Council Chair~erson. 
, 
SGA 
(Continued from Page 1) 
Caldwell, Publicity Chairperson; 
Sherry Wade was appr&ed, as I I 
The SGA Has 
Caldwell (aiternate') were also 
approvedtoserveasmembersofthe I Summer 2: Excalibur 
~ k ~ w k a n d ~ b m t * a n d  
Andy Goggans were appointed as  
Judicial Court Justices. Joan 
Malone, Robyn ~ lv i s .  and Warren 
21 SOUTH, WAL-MART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY-R 1s our fntentmn to have every advertlsed Item In stock However ~f due to any unforeseen reason an advertlsed Item Open 
IS not ava~lable lor purchase Wal Marl wlll Issue a Ra~n Check on request, for the MOn. - sat. rnerchandlse to be purchased at Me sale pnce whenever a v a e  or wlll sell you a slrn~lar A A 
Item at a comparable reduchon In pnce We reserve the r~ght to lhmlt quarhtles bmltatlons 
Prices Good T ~ N  Saturby vo~d In New Mexlco 
MINI: Thief of Hearts and Foul Play 
SUMMER 1 : porky's 
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J'ville has another average week 
By MARK HOPPER North Alabama last Tuesday at Landrum had a perfect 4-4 outing 
In baseball action this week, the Urnversify Field and losing the f is t  mth 1 homerun and scored 3 times. 
Gamecocls didn't fare as well as game 13-4. tuned it around in the Catcher Mark Shrout also damaged 
they might have wished. With just secon& game to UNA 14- 5. JSU's hopes with 3 hits, 1 homerun 
three games last week, the and 3 RBI's. 
Gamecocks lost 2 out of 3 contests. In the first game, Jax State jay Stephens took the loss in the 
couldn't keep UNA centerfielder 
Jax State battled the university of Cedrlc Landrum off the bases. contest. H~ worked r,l mnings, 
gvlng up 7 runs. Carlos Sanderson In the second game their offensive 
came m and finished up on the attack exploded. Stewart Lee led the 
mound for the Gamecocks. Gamecocks with 1 Romerun and 2 
doubles. 
Robert Duncan and Chris Garmon 
paced the Gamecocks with a Philip Braswell collected 
homerun each. h s  6th homerun on the year. 8 Jax 
State hitters collected hits in the 
Jackson turned the tables on UNA. (See BASEBALL, Page 19) 
Sports 
bag and a gold ptter. 
Free Bud visors and beverages 
will also be provided to the tour- 
nament entries. 
Interested players may register 
for the Kappa S i  Open either at the 
Stoney Brook golf course or by 
calling 4353114. 
The tournament, now in its third 
year, was the conception of Chuck 
Pinkard. 
Pinkard was an All-American 
golfer for Jacksonville State during 
his days of collegiate competition. 
He was also a brother in Kappa 
sigma. 
Since graduating last December, 
Pinkard has joined the Pro-Am golf 
circuit in Florida where he has 
recorded one tournament victory to 
this point. 
He is slated to play as a special 
entrant in the tournament this 
Monday. 
Entry and green fees combined for 
the event will be 15 dollars per 
person and can be paid the day of the 
tournament. 
Gamecocks' senlor catcher Thomas Wllson goes in low; Wllson refused to let an injury hold him out. 
Beaten, bruised, but battling 
By MARK HOPPER 
Thomas Wilson was expecting great things of this, his last season with 
the Gamecock baseball team. I noticed the senior catcher from Tuscaloosa 
was struck mth some bad luck and was forced to sit out 3 crucial weeks of 
thevery young season with a broken hand received with only 4 games in the 
book. 
There is a story behind the story here. Heflecting back, Thomas as a 
freshman and sophomore saw very limited action, and used his early years 
as a learmg experience. Through hard work and 'determination he has 
developed into an outstanding catcher. 
After landmg the starting position last season, he proved worthy of the 
task and was a key figure m Coach Rudy Abbott's Gamecock success. 
March 6 brought Saginaw, Michigan to University Field to battle the 
Gamecocks. In the 5th inning, Thomas was struck with a foul tip, breaking 
hls rlght ( thromg) hand. Thomas remained in the game with the injury 
but p m  shot through his arm as he attempted to throw out a stealing 
baserunner. "The pam was sharp but 1 was trying to stay m the ballgame. 
Then I tried to throw-out the runner stealing and after 1 released the ball 
my forearm and fingers went numb, and I had a good idea something was 
broken," sald Wilson. 
X-rays taken the following morning confirmed the bone above his ring 
finger was mdeed broken. A cast was applied and Thomas Wilson's senior 
season was questionable. 
The next 3 weeks were trylng to Wilson as he spent this time on the 
sldewe? as s\ spectator. "I would run before every game to.keep my legs in 
shape and during games I tried to be a leader in the dug-out," added 
W i n .  
Pat Ammirati moved in and handled the catching duties during W i n ' s  
absence. "Pat did a great job catching while 1 was out of the line-up. He 
called excellent games and threw out several runners," added W i n .  
Wilson reported to the doctor for another X-ray and this time he got 
excellent news. 'fie hand had healed nicely and he got the O.K. to suit-up 
for SEC power Auburn University game the following day. 
Thomas reported early for batting practice and looked sharp. Trainers 
were concerned about his arm strength and the flexibility of his wrist, but 
as warm-ups started, he ended all doubts as he threw the ball extremely 
well. 
He also had a very good day at the plate reaching safely two trips, and 
adding a homerun which landed over the rlghbfield fence. "1 took a great 
deal of batting practice onahanded of a tee and I believe it really added a 
lot to my swing," he said. 
Even so the action didn't turn out as Wilson and his teammates had 
hoped. Auburn's hard-hitting prevailed as  they won the garr~e 1'14. 
The team at the moment is staggering, but W i n  reassures us that in no 
way are the Gamecocks quitting. With the Gulf South Conference Tour- 
nament to be played April 25-29, the Gamecocks could be right in the thick 
of things. "We feel we have a very good ball club. We're just trying slowly 
to put it together, but in no way are we quitting," he added. 
- 
-
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Jacksonville State rifle team 
wins Alabama state title 
By KAREN HEATH and JEFF KENDRIW The National Champions trom Murray State walked 
The JSU rltle team ended its regular season, Saturday away with first place honors in 'AA' fivision with a score 
Aprll 30, by hosting the Alabama Collegrate Rifle of 2287 out of a possible 2400. UTM took second place 
Conference Championship and the Sixth Annual with a score of 2225, iollowed by JSU in third place with 
Gamecock Invitational. 2157. 
JSU fimshed 1st in the ACRC by beating Auburn with a 'B' dlmslon 1st place i-@nors were taken by Joe and 
score of 2157 to Auburn's 2140 (out of a possible 2400). Matt Kervm of UAB. Joe Kervm with high aiaregate, 
The University ot North Alabama took 3rd place with a hgh standmg and high kneeling. Matt Kervin took high 
score of 2047. Other teams that participated in the Prone honors. 
championship match were Urn, Marion Military In- 
'A'dlvlslon Individual honors were taken by Tom 
stltute, Tuskegee Institute, Livingston University and Koontz of UTM, and Ben Athens of Auburn. Koontz took- 
Samford University. hgh aggregate, h g h  standmg and also high kneeling. 
'rhe Gamecock Invitational consisted of 16 Univer- Ben Athens took high prone 
sities competmg three ( A A y  A and 'AA7 dlvlsion t r s t  place honors were swept by 1984 
dlmsions). The 'B' division consisted of schools with an Olympic Gold Medal Winner, Patty Spurgeon born 
overall average Score of 1899, and below. 'A' Murray State. m ' s  Tracey Lloyd took high prone 
&vision conslsted of schools with average team Scores honors a perfect 2M1, while spurgeon set a new rifle &om 1900 to 2099. The 'AA' division consisted of schools range record at JSU by tiring a out of a possible 600. 
mth averages of 2100 or higher. Spurgeon also took high standing and kneeling honors. 
Marian Military Institute took top honors in 'B' 
dmsion followed by UAB and with Tuskegee coming in 
Man,-Thun. 10:OO-11:W 
Fri. & sat. 10:oo-9 2:w 
Sunday 11:oo-11:oo 
Now You don't Have To  Drive To 
Anniston TO Get  your Favorite Video Movies. 
We've Got A Large Selection Of 
The Newest Hottest Videos On The Market. 
1501 Quintard Ave. 5430 Pelham Rd. 
Every Week For 
Available Now 
Gone with the Wind 
Cali Now for Reservations 
. "  
- _ _  . . . .  - - 
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Consistency Am speI Is 
success tor gymnas t  
By TERFCA BARHAM 
She may be inconspicuous (and 
only a freshman) but to anyone who 
has been to a Lady Gamecocks 
gymnastics meet this season it has 
become clear tha t  Laurie 
Sparrowhawk is a vital member of 
the team. Although she hasn't won 
every meet, she has the highest all- 
around average score of any girl on 
the team. 
That means she is consistent, and 
in gymnastics consistency can spell 
success. "This year is by far my 
best" says Sparrowhawk. Her high 
school record is also quite im- 
pressive. In each year from 1980 
through 1983 she placed in the top six 
in at least one event a t  the Florida 
State Championships. She also 
qualified for, Southeast Regional 
meet six years in a row. In 1979 and 
1981 Sparrowhawk qualified for the 
Eastern Nationals meet. However, 
she missed competition in the 1981 
meet after a fall from bars during 
warm-ups injured her back and 
knee. A gymnastics veteran, 
Sparrowhawk also enjoys tennis, 
diving and evidently, school. A 3.0 
GPA after her first semester a t  JSU 
indicates that she has interests 
outside the gym. She was a member 
of the Honor Society in high school 
and also the swim - diving team (she 
was the diving team) which earned 
her a letter. 
She wrote several different 
schools and decided to send Mr 
Dlllard (Women's head coach) a 
video of her routines. He made a 
" 
follow-up Call and you can guess the Freshman gymnast Laurie Sparrowhawk performs her balance beam 
rest. It appears that Sparrowhawk -.-A,-. 
has another shot at performing in a rUULUL+t' 
national meet - this time the NCAA 
Division I1 Championships. Her 
goals are clear: first place for the 
team and an All-American title for 
h n r n n l f  LR.,  IIbII. 
I RESUME' SERVICE I 
.Name In Choice of I # Academy Award Nomination For Best Actor. I Type Styles 
.Cover Letters & Envelopes .( 
Typed To Individual Companies April 17 
~ccess to Weekly J O ~  openings Showtimes: 7:00 & 9:30 P.M. 
Across The U.S. 3rd Floor TMB 
Open Tourney 
I L - A,; -" entry fee $15.00 
free Bud visors 
I and beverages 
I NEW! E?TEmm I Chicken 
If you like your chicken nuggets 
moist, tender and delicious.. . 
come sample ours. You'll 
taste the difference! Great 
by themselves.. .or with 
your favorite sauce: 
Sweet 'n Sour 
p l l l l l l l l l  WlTH C O U P O N l l l l l l l l l -  
Trial Size Chicken Nuggets 
Only 99C I I I 
I Includes 4 100% wh~terneat Chlcken Nuggets wlth your choice of sauce  I I I 
Valid thru: May 14, 1985 
I 
Z 
I 
I 
I 
JSU One nugget coupon per person per v ~ s  t I - - . . . - -  - 
[ o ~ I . F ~ A ~  Appointment. 435-31 01 1 
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Braves (Continued from Page 17) 
Then there's Chico Rouis and Ron Beloir who was a n  usher at  the You look a t  the pitching Over the past years and you laugh to keep from 
stadium before he tried baseball. Lee Lacy played second one season, but crying. Atlanta was the final stopping place for several s tars  who were 
Atlanta let him get away. Look what his worth was in this past free agent past their Prime - Milt Papus, Pat  Jarvis, Denny McLah, Pa t  Dobson, 
pool. Mike Marshal, Aldy Messerschmit, and (for all valid purposes) Gaylord 
The "Kitten" Felix Millian held down the position for years. Jerry Perry. 
Royster tried his hand a t  it a while. Davey Johnson set a record for second Then there is the group of no-names who never made it out of obscurity - 
basemen with 44 homers one year as a Brave. Jamie Easterly, Claude Ramone, George Stobe, Mi&e Beard, the late Carl 
Those were the days. Morton, Max Leon, Tommy H o ~ s e ,  Mickey Mahler (Hick's younger 
CXeck out these names at  shortstop; Craig Robinson (who is now a brother). Thislistgoesonandon. 
cameraman for Braves baseball), Sonny Jackson, Pat  Rocket. See any To add fuel to the fire, look a t  all the pitchers that got away. Both 
Hall of Famers yet?  Niekro's (Phil and Joe), Doyle Alexander who was considered washed up 
How about Gil Gerrito, Darryl C%aney, and, of course, Royster. Soon you by the Braves three years ago. 
can add Rafael Rarnirez to that list when Paul Zevella takes his job. Gone was Frank LaCorte, Larry McWilliams, Ron Heed, Dick Huthven, 
To say the Braves have never had a solid shortstop wouid be like saying Jim Asker, and recently Joe Cowley, Ken Dayiey, and Brian Fischer. 
Babe Ruth was just an average hitter. But the Braves have made sweral  changes since the lean years. Eddie 
Look over at third base. Where Bob Horner now stands, thee has been Haas is a xnan who has been in the system for nearly 30 years and is one 
another assortment. Yes, Jerry Royster tried it a t  the hct corner too only that lcnows his players and the game. 
to find he couldn't cut the ~nustard. Rod Gilbreth tried also. When tomorrow's contest arrives and the braves run onto the field, take 
Try remember watching Junior Moore and Barry Bonnell. Who r e c a b  a gander a t  the players Atlantans now call their own. 
Jerry Maddox'? Not many I 'm sure. 
But surprisingly, third base has been a good position for the Braves. 
Alone. with Horner, there's been the likes of Clete Boyer and Hall of Famer Ladv netters win 
Baseball 
(Continued From Page 16) 
game and Mark Hanson walked 4 
times. 
Steve Merrillrn got the win for 
Jacksonville. He went the rlistance 
gving up 4 earned runs while 
striking out 5. 
Thursday, the Gamecocks 
traveled to Montgomery to battle 
Alabama Christian. 
Jax State jumped to a quick 6-0 
lead m the first but were unable to 
push another run across in the 
contest. Alabama Christian scored 4 
m the second, and 4 in the 4th to mil 
down a 8-6 victory, dropping 
Jacksonv~lle's record to 13-151 on 
the season. 
~ d d ;  Mathews guardrag thrrd m Atlanta. 
The outheld tor Atlanta could be made mto a history book by itself. The 
Braves have had some good (and some bad) ones. 
Homerun king Hank Aaron and battmg champions Itlco Carty and Italph ~ ~ ~ ' l n v i t a t i o n a ~  
Garr all acheved their marks whlle playlng m the corn of Atlanta Stadium. BY 'ODY State gains singles ul~ls by Deanna The Jacksonville State  In- everatt, Swan Meals, Sheri Crcle, 
There was Phllipe Alou, Dusty Baker, Jm Wynn, Gary Mathews, and vltational Tennis Tournament held and Rea Clayton. Jacksonville then 
Jetf Burroughs. Each was an AU-Star a t  one t m e .  last weekend behmd Pete Mathews took ail three matches m double w t h  
Dale Murphy won back-to-back MVP's out m the grass of Atlanta. Coliseum belonged to the host t ean .  Phyllis Priest and Everett m n m g  
Claude11 Washmgton earned Comeback Player of the Year just last season. The Jax  State Lady Gamecocks at No. 1, Crc le  and Clayton a t  No. 2, 
won t h e r  double header Saturday and Meals and Cheryl Hlckey at  No. 
But look turther. brmging thew record to 23-4 overall 3. 
Davey May, the man who came over m the trade that sent Aaron away and 7-0 m the Guli South Conference. In the victory over Wsslsippi 
trnm Atlanta. Eddie Mdler, who found out he couldn't steai f r s t  base. College, smgles m n e r s  mcluded 
Rowland Ottice once had a 29-game h t t n g  streak while playlng m the Saturday mornmg the Jackson- Everett, Meals, Clrcle, Clayton, and 
outtield. vllle ladies deteated the Lady h o n s  fickey. Crcle  and Clayton won m 
Tom Paciorek, Ken Henderson, and recently Brett Butler all left the of North Alabama by the count of 7 doubles a t  No. 2 a s  did Meals and 
Braves tor other teams and other t h g s .  matcl-es to 2. In the afternoon ac- Hickey a t  No. 3. 
How a b u t  Brian Asselstme? Once the braves' hottest new player, his tion, the Lady Gamecocks agam The Lady Gamecocks took t h e r  
career v a s  ended for all prackcal purposes when he hung hls shoe in the used a 7-2 count in downmg conterence-leadmg m a r k  into 
made it, Dale Murphy may have 
- 
The American Way 
Wednesday, April 17 
'3.25 Miller High Life 60 OZ. Pitchers All Nite 
Thursday 
2 P.M. 'Ti1 ? All Day -All Nite Springfest. 
Men's & Women's Volleyball Tournament Day *4 Member Teams* 
, - - 1  
SUMMER JOBS 
7"' TO START. 
Interview in B'ham o r  
Atlanta. Flex. Hrs. Full 
and Part time. Tuition 
aid available, start dfter 
finals. Call 1-6 P.M. 
Sat. 10A.M.-1P.M. 
Northside 404-956-0959 
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